Purpose: A novel pulmonary ventilation imaging technique based on four-dimensional ͑4D͒ CT has advantages over existing techniques and could be used for functional avoidance in radiotherapy. There are various deformable image registration ͑DIR͒ algorithms and two classes of ventilation metric that can be used for 4D-CT ventilation imaging, each yielding different images. The purpose of this study was to quantify the variability of the 4D-CT ventilation to DIR algorithms and metrics. Methods: 4D-CT ventilation images were created for 12 patients using different combinations of two DIR algorithms, volumetric ͑DIR , and V Jac sur ͒. First, DVF vol and DVF sur were compared visually and quantitatively to the length of 3D displacement vector difference. Second, four ventilation images were compared based on voxel-based Spearman's rank correlation coefficients and coefficients of variation as a measure of spatial heterogeneity. V HU vol was chosen as the reference for the comparison. Results: The mean length of 3D vector difference between DVF vol and DVF sur was 2.0Ϯ 1.1 mm on average, which was smaller than the voxel dimension of the image set and the variations. Visually, the reference V HU vol demonstrated similar regional distributions with V HU sur ; the reference, however, was markedly different from V Jac vol and V Jac sur . The correlation coefficients of V HU vol with V HU sur , V Jac vol , and V Jac sur were 0.77Ϯ 0.06, 0.25Ϯ 0.06, and 0.15Ϯ 0.07, respectively, indicating that the metric introduced larger variations in the ventilation images than the DIR algorithm. The spatial heterogeneities for V HU vol , V HU sur , V Jac vol , and V Jac sur were 1.8Ϯ 1.6, 1.8Ϯ 1.5 ͑p = 0.85͒, 0.6Ϯ 0.2 ͑p = 0.02͒, and 0.7Ϯ 0.2 ͑p = 0.03͒, respectively, also demonstrating that the metric introduced larger variations. Conclusions: 4D-CT pulmonary ventilation images vary widely with DIR algorithms and metrics. Careful physiologic validation to determine the appropriate DIR algorithm and metric is needed prior to its applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Imaging techniques of regional pulmonary function ͑i.e., ventilation or perfusion͒ could be used for functional avoidance in lung cancer radiotherapy 1-7 and would also further our understanding of pathophysiological characteristics of pulmonary diseases. There are several techniques for ventilation imaging, which includes nuclear medicine imaging ͑the current clinical standard of care͒, [8] [9] [10] hyperpolarized gas magnetic resonance imaging ͑MRI͒, 11, 12 and Xe-CT imaging. [13] [14] [15] These techniques have drawbacks such as low resolution, high cost, long scan time, and/or low accessibility. Ventilation images can be created by a novel fourdimensional ͑4D͒ CT-based technique. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] The 4D-CTderived ventilation can be considered as "free" information for lung cancer radiotherapy patients because 4D-CT scans are in routine use for treatment planning at many centers ͓42.3% ͑Ref. 24͔͒ and ventilation computation involves only image processing. Moreover, 4D-CT ventilation imaging has higher resolution, lower cost, shorter scan time, and higher accessibility from radiotherapy centers than existing tech-niques and could potentially be used routinely for functional avoidance. 6, 7 Its physiologic accuracy has been investigated by comparison with the Xe-CT ventilation for anesthetized sheep, which has demonstrated reasonable correlations. 20, 25, 26 Also, the single photon emission CT ͑SPECT͒ ventilation has been used in another study for thoracic cancer patients, which has reported low Dice similarity coefficients but relatively high in low-functional regions. 22 Physiologically accurate 4D-CT ventilation imaging has not been achieved in patients and further studies are necessary.
There are various deformable image registration ͑DIR͒ algorithms and two classes of ventilation metric that can be used for 4D-CT ventilation imaging. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] Several DIR algorithms are currently under investigation and have been developed, of which the transformation model ranges in complexity from a simple extension of a global affine transformation using higher order polynomials with relatively few parameters to a completely local or free form model with a number of parameters where each voxel in the image can move independently. Also, there are two classes of similarity metric commonly used for DIR: Geometry-based and intensity-based. Recently, two multi-institution studies were conducted to evaluate the accuracy of various DIR algorithms using the same CT images of a deformable thorax phantom with plastic markers 27 or a lung cancer patient. 28 They compared the locations of the transformed and actual landmarks, i.e., markers 27 or bronchial bifurcations, 28 and found overall acceptable accuracy with the mean error ranging from 1.5 to 3.9 mm ͑vector length͒ for the phantom 27 or from 0.7 to 1.9 mm ͓superior-inferior ͑SI͒ direction͔ for the patient. 28 However, both studies showed large variations in the maximum error ranging from 5.1 to 15.4 mm ͑vector͒ for the phantom 27 or from 2.0 to 7.8 mm ͑SI͒ for the patient. 28 Furthermore, Kabus et al. 29 demonstrated that six different DIR algorithms, which had similar and small mean landmark registration errors ranging from 1.0 to 1.4 mm, yielded varying displacement vector fields ͑DVFs͒ in regions apart from the landmarks. Such variations in the DIR results may influence 4D-CT ventilation imaging.
Two classes of ventilation metric have been used for 4D-CT ventilation imaging: Hounsfield unit ͑HU͒ change 16, 17, 19, 22, 23, 26, 30 and Jacobian determinant of deformation. 19, 20, 22, 23, 26, 30 Both metrics are based on the assumptions that regional ventilation is proportional to the regional volume change. However, clear discrepancies between the metrics have been reported by several investigators. 22, 26, 30 Recently, Castillo et al. 22 demonstrated low Dice similarity coefficients between the two metrics for the segmented functional lung regions in thoracic cancer patients. Castillo et al. 22 and Yamamoto et al. 30 demonstrated a higher potential of the HU metric than the Jacobian metric in comparison with the SPECT ventilation and emphysematous volume for patients, respectively. Moreover, Ding et al. 26 proposed a hybrid metric combining the two metrics and demonstrated consistently higher correlations with the Xe-CT ventilation than the HU metric for anesthetized sheep. These discrepancies between the metrics obviously influence 4D-CT ventilation imaging.
The purpose of this study was to quantify the variability of the 4D-CT ventilation to DIR algorithms and metrics. There has been no literature that has comprehensively quantified its variability to both DIR algorithms and metrics, even though there have been studies reporting the discrepancies between the metrics as described above. We have compared four 4D-CT ventilation image sets computed with different combinations of two DIR algorithms, volumetric ͑DIR vol ͒ and surface-based ͑DIR sur ͒, that are fundamentally different from each other and represent two broad classes of algorithm and two ventilation metrics, HU change ͑V HU ͒ and Jacobian V Jac , that are the only two proposed classes of metric.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS
This study was a retrospective analysis approved by Stanford University's Institutional Review Board. We studied 12 patients ͑8 males and 4 females͒ with a mean age of 76 yr ͑range 62-90 yr͒ who underwent 4D-CT scanning and radiotherapy for thoracic cancer. Four 4D-CT ventilation image sets were created and compared for each patient as shown schematically in Fig. 1 . The first step was the acquisition of a 4D-CT image set for ten respiratory phase-based bins. The second step was DIR for spatial mapping of the peak-exhale 4D-CT image to the peak-inhale image using DIR vol or DIR sur . The third step was the creation of a 4D-CT ventilation image through the computation of ventilation metric, V HU or V Jac . Finally, V Jac vol , V HU sur , and V Jac sur were compared to the reference V HU vol to quantify the variability of the 4D-CT ventilation. V HU vol was chosen as the reference as it was found to be superior when separating ventilation in emphysema and nonemphysema lung regions. 30 These steps are described in detail in the following subsections. 
II.A. 4D-CT scans
The first step of 4D-CT ventilation imaging was the acquisition of a 4D-CT image set for ten respiratory phasebased bins. At Stanford, 4D-CT scans are in routine use for thoracic and abdominal cancer. We acquired 4D-CT scans on the Discovery ST multislice PET/CT scanner ͑GE Medical Systems, Waukesha, WI͒ in cine mode with the real-time position management ͑RPM͒ system ͑Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA͒ to record patient respiratory traces. Scan parameters were set as follows: 120 kVp, approximately 100 mA s per slice, 0.5 s gantry rotation, 0.45 s cine interval, and 2.5 mm slice thickness, as used clinically in our radiation oncology department. The GE ADVANTAGE 4D software was used to create a 4D-CT image set by sorting raw 4D-CT slices correlated with the RPM data into ten respiratory phase-based bins ͑i.e., 0% to 90% at 10% intervals͒. We used paired 4D-CT images at the peak-exhale and peakinhale phases for ventilation computation.
II.B. DIR
The second step of 4D-CT ventilation imaging was DIR for spatial mapping of the peak-exhale 4D-CT image to the peak-inhale image, deriving a DVF. We investigated DIR vol ͑Ref. 31͒ and DIR sur ͑Ref. 32͒ in this study. The rationale is that these two algorithms are fundamentally different from each other and represent two broad classes of algorithm. DIR vol is based on a nonparametric transformation and tries to find a DVF that minimizes both a similarity function ͑i.e., the sum of squared difference between the peak-inhale and deformed peak-exhale images͒ and a regularizing term ͑i.e., elastic regularizer͒ based on the Navier-Lamé equation. The registration problem is well-posed through the addition of the regularizing term. The elastic regularizer assumes that the underlying images can be characterized as an elastic and compressible material. Further details on DIR vol have been described by Kabus and Lorenz. 31 DIR sur is based on a deformable surface model that is applied to a fractal isosurface generated in the peak-exhale domain to be propagated to the peak-inhale domain by minimizing an energy term, which is followed by thin plate spline transformation to create a dense DVF. The energy term consists of the external and internal energies. The external energy attracts the vertices of the surface model to image gradients, while the internal energy preserves the shape similarity to the initial peak-exhale model. Further details on DIR sur have been described by von Berg et al. 32 From a methodological point of view, it is therefore not expected that the DVFs or ventilation images derived from these two DIR algorithms are similar to each other. Kabus et al. 19 validated the geometric accuracy of DIR vol and DIR sur by evaluating the distances between landmark positions ͑i.e., vessel and bronchial bifurcations͒ at two different respiratory phases with and without DIR for four thoracic CT data sets, which were reduced from 6.0Ϯ 4.0 to 2.3Ϯ 1.9 mm for DIR vol and to 2.5Ϯ 2.2 mm for DIR sur . We also performed validation using a publicly available data set of five cases with 300 landmarks for each. 33 The distances were reduced from 6.5Ϯ 2.4 to 1.3Ϯ 0.3 mm for DIR vol and to 1.4Ϯ 0.3 mm for DIR sur ͑unpublished data͒. Note that DIR algorithms with similar landmark registration errors do not necessarily give similar DVFs or ventilation images. DIR vol and DIR sur yielded varying DVFs in regions apart from the landmarks, despite having similar and small mean landmark registration errors overall, which motivated the further investigation of these two algorithms. The same algorithm parameters used in the above validation studies were employed for both DIR vol and DIR sur in the current study.
II.C. Ventilation metrics
The final step of 4D-CT ventilation imaging was the creation of a ventilation image at the peak-exhale phase through quantitative analysis of the DVF. We investigated the HU change 16, 17, 19, 22, 23, 26, 30 and Jacobian, 19, 20, 22, 23, 26, 30 which were the only two classes of ventilation metric proposed previously. Both metrics are based on the assumptions that regional ventilation is proportional to the regional volume change, which is supported by the literature, i.e., the HU metric 25 and Jacobian metric 20 were found to have reasonable correlations with Xe-CT-measured regional ventilation in sheep. For the HU metric, Simon 34 originally derived a relationship between the local change in fractional air content and local volume change, which was adapted to the relationship between the local HU density change and local volume change by Guerrero et al. 16 The exhale-to-inhale volume change ͑⌬Vol͒ normalized by the exhale air volume ͑Vol ex air ͒ in the voxel at location ͑x , y , z͒ is given by ⌬Vol Vol ex air ͑x,y,z͒ = 1000 HU in ͕x + u x ͑x,y,z͒,y + u y ͑x,y,z͒,z + u z ͑x,y,z͖͒ − HU ex ͑x,y,z͒ HU ex ͑x,y,z͓͒HU in ͕x + u x ͑x,y,z͒,y + u y ͑x,y,z͒,z + u z ͑x,y,z͖͒ + 1000͔ , ͑1͒
where HU is the HU value and u is the displacement vector mapping the voxel at location ͑x , y , z͒ of the peak-exhale image to the corresponding location of the peak-inhale image. Note that the air and tissue densities were assumed to be Ϫ1000 and 0 HU, respectively. To date, Eq. ͑1͒ has been used as ventilation metric by many investigators. 17, 19, 22, 23, 25, 26 In this study, however, the value independent of the initial air volume was defined as the HU ventilation metric ͑V HU ͒ to make a fair comparison with the Jacobian metric ͑V Jac ͒. Given that Vol ex voxel is the same for all voxels, V HU was defined as V HU ͑x,y,z͒ = HU ex ͑x,y,z͒ − HU in ͕x + u x ͑x,y,z͒,y + u y ͑x,y,z͒,z + u z ͑x,y,z͖͒ ͓HU in ͕x + u x ͑x,y,z͒,y + u y ͑x,y,z͒,z + u z ͑x,y,z͖͒ + 1000͔ . ͑4͒
A mass correction was applied to HU in to account for the difference in CT-derived lung mass, which would be due to the changes in the blood distribution between exhale and inhale in the same manner as Guerrero et al. 17 HU ex and HU in at the same location of the deformed peak-exhale and peak-inhale images were used to compute V HU , which was mapped back to the original peak-exhale image domain to create a 4D-CT ventilation image. Given that V HU was based on HU values and influenced by the statistical noise, the 4D-CT images were smoothed using an isotropic Gaussian filter kernel before computing V HU . For the Jacobian metric, the Jacobian determinant ͑J͒ of the displacement vector u is given by The exhale-to-inhale volume change ͑⌬Vol͒ is expressed as
Given that Vol ex voxel is the same for all voxels, we defined the Jacobian metric ͑V Jac ͒ as V Jac ͑x,y,z͒ = J͑x,y,z͒ − 1. ͑8͒
For both V HU and V Jac , a value of zero corresponds to local volume preservation ͑i.e., zero ventilation͒. A value smaller than zero indicates local contraction and a value larger than zero indicates local expansion. Thus, four 4D-CT ventilation image sets, V HU vol , V Jac vol , V HU sur , and V Jac sur , were created per patient for 12 patients.
The V HU or V Jac values outside the segmented lung parenchyma volumes have been zeroed. The lung volume was segmented by delineating lung voxels, of which the HU values were smaller than a threshold of Ϫ600 in a similar manner to Shikata et al., 36 within the lung outlines generated by the model-based segmentation of the Pinnacle3 treatment planning system ͑Philips Radiation Oncology Systems, Fitchburg, WI͒. Manual trimming of the central airways and great vessels was also performed where necessary. To investigate the spatial characteristics of variability in the DVF and 4D-CT ventilation, the segmented lung volumes were further divided into the following subregions: Upper vs lower, central vs peripheral, or core vs rind. First, the midst level of the segmented lung volume in the SI direction was identified and then the volumes above and below this level were defined as the upper and lower regions, respectively. Second, the midst level of the segmented lung volume in the left-right direction was identified for each of the right and left lungs on the slice closest to the SI midst level and then the proximal and distal volumes were defined as the central and peripheral regions, respectively. Third, the segmented lung volume were contracted by 1.5 cm to define the core region, which was subtracted from the original volume to define the rind region.
II.D. Variability quantification
First, DVF vol and DVF sur were compared visually and quantitatively with the length of 3D displacement vector difference. Second, V Jac vol , V HU sur , and V Jac sur were compared to the reference V HU vol to quantify the variability of the 4D-CT ventilation. We quantified the variability of the regional distribution based on the voxel-based Spearman's rank correlation coefficients between V HU vol and V Jac vol , V HU sur , or V Jac sur . Also, we quantified the variability of the spatial heterogeneity based on the coefficient of variation ͑CoV͒, i.e., the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean, of the 4D-CT ventilation values for each image. There has been an increasing need for a more comprehensive understanding of the functional heterogeneity for pulmonary diseases, especially for asthma 37 and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, 38 and CoV has been used as a measure of heterogeneity by many investigators. [39] [40] [41] [42] Statistical analyses were performed to test whether CoV of V HU vol is significantly different from that of V Jac vol , V HU sur , or V Jac sur ͑p Ͻ 0.05͒ using the two-tailed t-test. Furthermore, the spatial characteristics of variability in the DVF and 4D-CT ventilation were also investigated using the volumes of lung subregions. different DIR algorithms yielded similar DVFs with a mean length of 3D displacement vector difference of 0.8Ϯ 0.6 mm ͓Fig. 2͑b͔͒. The vector differences showed spatial characteristics, e.g., the upper lung region demonstrated smaller differences ͑0.5Ϯ 0.3 mm͒ than in the lower region ͑1.1Ϯ 0.7 mm͒. Different DIR algorithms yielded spatially similar 4D-CT ventilation images; however, different metrics yielded variant ventilation images ͓Fig. 2͑c͔͒. Specifically, in comparing V HU vol with V HU sur , the two images demonstrated similar regional distributions with a high Spearman voxel-based correlation coefficient of 0.85. The ventilation differences showed no clear spatial characteristics ͑e.g., mean ventilation difference, upper 0.11Ϯ 1.15 vs lower 0.12Ϯ 0.79͒, probably because most vector differences were smaller than the voxel dimension of the image set and did not manifest as remarkable differences in ventilation. The heterogeneities were also comparable, i.e., the CoV was 6.4 for V HU vol and 6.0 for V HU sur . In comparing V HU vol with V Jac vol , the two images demonstrated significantly different regional distributions with a low correlation coefficient of 0.19. There were some reasonable agreements in the right and left lower regions ͑medium to high ventilation͒, for example; however, disagreements were more obvious and were observed throughout the lungs. V Jac vol demonstrated a much lower heterogeneity ͑CoV= 1.1͒ than V HU vol , which was reflected in less scattered distributions of the scatter plot. In comparing V HU vol with V Jac sur , the two images demonstrated different regional distributions similarly to V Jac vol with the lowest correlation of 0.13. The difference image was also comparable to that of V Jac vol , indicating that different regional distributions of ventilation were dominated by the difference in the metric rather than in the DIR algorithm. The CoV of V Jac sur was 1.1. Figure 3 shows another example images for patient 11, showing the second lowest correlation between V HU vol and V HU sur . Visually, the ventilation difference between V HU vol and V HU sur ͓Fig. 3͑c͔͒ was found to be similar to the DVF difference ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒, unlike patient 1. Smaller differences were observed in the upper region ͑vector difference 1.8Ϯ 1.3 mm; ventilation difference 0.12Ϯ 0.19͒ than in the lower region ͑4.4Ϯ 3.2 mm; 0.19Ϯ 0.20͒. Most DVF differences in the lower region ͑especially the lower left͒ were larger than the voxel dimension of the image set and hence were considered to manifest as remarkable differences in ventilation, indicating the need for accurate DIR algorithms. For V Jac vol and V Jac sur , disagreements were found throughout the lungs and the difference images were comparable to each other similarly to patient 1. The differences between V HU vol and V Jac sur in the lower left region were slightly smaller than those between V HU vol and V Jac vol . This was attributed to the fact that V HU sur and V Jac vol were smaller and larger, respectively, compared to V HU vol in the left lower region, which were canceled each other out and manifested as relatively smaller differences between V HU vol and V Jac sur . Figure 4 shows the mean length of 3D displacement vectors for DVF vol , DVF sur , and difference between these two DVFs for 12 patients. On average, the vector difference was 2.0Ϯ 1.1 mm, i.e., both the mean and SD were smaller than the voxel dimension of the image set. Two patients demonstrated the mean differences larger than the voxel dimension, i.e., 3.1Ϯ 2.8 mm for patient 11 and 4.6Ϯ 4.1 mm for patient 12. The differences were prone to increase with increasing displacement vectors as expected from large differences between the peak-exhale and peak-inhale 4D-CT images to be registered. Table I shows the mean length of displacement vector difference between DVF vol and DVF sur for each lung subregion. The lower, peripheral, or rind lung region demonstrated significantly larger difference compared to the upper, central, or core region, respectively; however, the differences were smaller than the voxel dimension in any regions. The significant differences between the upper and lower regions and between the central and peripheral regions were likely due to significant differences in displacement magnitudes. The mean vector lengths for DVF vol were 5.2Ϯ 1.8 mm in the upper region or 7.9Ϯ 2.7 mm in the central region, which were significantly smaller than 12.5Ϯ 3.9 mm in the lower region ͑p Ͻ 0.01͒ or 9.0Ϯ 2.7 mm in the peripheral region ͑p Ͻ 0.01͒, respectively. The significant differences between the core and rind regions were probably due to contrast differences. Pulmonary structures show a higher contrast in the core regions, which enables DIR to find correct alignments, compared to the rind regions. Figure 5 shows the Spearman voxel-based correlation coefficients between V HU vol and V HU sur , V Jac vol , or V Jac sur for 12 patients. The correlations with V HU sur ͑mean 0.77Ϯ 0.06͒ were consistently higher than those with V Jac vol ͑0.25Ϯ 0.06͒ for all patients. The correlations with V Jac vol were also consistently higher than those with V Jac sur ͑0.15Ϯ 0.07͒. These results indicate that the regional distribution of 4D-CT ventilation images was more variable with the metrics compared with the DIR algorithms investigated in this study. In general, the correlations with V HU sur decreased with increasing displacement vector differences ͑note that small patient numbers represent small vector differences as described in Fig. 4͒ . However, the correlations with V Jac vol or V Jac sur were found to be independent of the displacement vector differences. Table II shows the mean ventilation difference between V HU vol and V HU sur , V Jac vol , or V Jac sur for each lung subregion. V Jac sur demonstrated consistently larger differences than V Jac vol in any region and V Jac vol also demonstrated larger differences than V HU sur . The V HU sur difference did not show any significant spatial characteristics, even though the DVF difference did as described above in Sec. III B. This would be due to smaller DVF differences on average than the voxel dimension. The differences of V Jac vol and V Jac sur were significantly larger in the core region than in the rind region. The cause is unclear but might be due to residual DIR errors, 4D-CT artifacts, and/or inhomogeneous changes in the blood distribution during respiration, which are discussed in detail below in Sec. IV.
III. RESULTS

III.A. Comparison between two DVFs and four 4D-CT ventilation images for example patients
III.B. Differences between two DVFs for the 12-patient cohort
III.C. Voxel-based correlations between four 4D-CT ventilation images for the 12-patient cohort
III.D. Heterogeneities of four 4D-CT ventilation images for the 12-patient cohort
The mean CoV value for the 12-patient cohort was 1.8Ϯ 1.6 for V HU vol . V HU sur had a comparable CoV value of 1.8Ϯ 1.5 ͑p = 0.85͒. V Jac vol and V Jac sur demonstrated significantly lower CoV values, i.e., 0.6Ϯ 0.2 for V Jac vol ͑p = 0.02͒ and 0.7Ϯ 0.2 for V Jac sur ͑p = 0.03͒. Higher CoV values for V HU than V Jac would be, at least in part, due to the fact that V HU was based on HU values and thus its heterogeneity was influenced by the statistical noise of 4D-CT images. These results indicate that the heterogeneity of 4D-CT ventilation images was more variable with the metrics compared to the DIR algorithms investigated in this study, as with the regional distribution.
IV. DISCUSSION
A comparison of 4D-CT ventilation images using different combinations of two DIR algorithms and two metrics was performed in a 12-patient study. The reference V HU vol demonstrated similar regional distributions with V HU sur ; the reference, however, was markedly different from V Jac vol and V Jac sur . The small variations in the ventilation images with the DIR algorithms would be due to the smaller differences between DVF vol and DVF sur than the voxel dimension of the image set on average. The DVF differences had statistically significant spatial characteristics, which were likely due to significant differences in displacement magnitudes or image contrast. The differences were still smaller than the voxel dimension on average in any lung subregions and hence the differences between V HU vol and V HU sur did not have significant spatial characteristics. Considerable DVF differences were observed in several regions that manifested as remarkable differences in ventilation. In addition, the overall ventilation differences were prone to increase with increasing DVF differences. These results indicate the need for accurate DIR algorithms. The rationale for choosing DIR vol and DIR sur in the current study was that these two algorithms are fundamentally different from each other and represent two broad classes of algorithm, with the cost function of DIR vol primarily driven by volumetric image matching of the source and target images and DIR sur primarily driven by matching the surface of the lungs in the source and target images. From a methodological point of view, it is therefore not expected that the DVFs or ventilation images derived from these two DIR algorithms are similar to each other. DIR algorithms with similar landmark registration errors that are used as the current gold standard in DIR evaluation do not necessarily give similar DVFs or ventilation images. Kabus et al. 29 demonstrated relatively remarkable differences in DVFs between DIR vol and three other volumetric DIR algorithms compared to the differences between DIR vol and DIR sur or the other volumetric DIR algorithm for one case, despite having similar and small mean landmark registration errors ranging from 1.0 to 1.4 mm for all of these algorithms. It should be noted that the two algorithms were chosen in the current study independently of these results and there were still considerable differences between DVF vol and DVF sur . Nevertheless, there may be more remarkable differences if another DIR algorithm was used in the current study.
The 4D-CT ventilation images were found to be highly variable with the metrics. Significant differences were observed throughout the lungs. Both V HU and V Jac represent the ventilation values independent of the initial air volume and, in principle, are supposed to be identical to each other. Disagreements between the two metrics might be due to ͑1͒ residual DIR errors, ͑2͒ 4D-CT image noise, ͑3͒ 4D-CT artifacts, and/or ͑4͒ inhomogeneous changes in the blood distribution during respiration. Given that an agreement between the two metrics means that the volume change estimated from the HU density change between the voxels at the peak-exhale and peak-inhale phases agrees with that estimated from the displacement vectors in and around the corresponding voxel, residual DIR errors would result in disagreements between the two metrics. Small DIR errors could result in large disagreements. Given the 4D-CT image noise, image smoothing would reduce the heterogeneity of V HU and might also increase voxel-based correlations between V HU and V Jac . Although the V HU images were smoothed in this study, different smoothing levels may influence the correlations. Artifacts are observed in the 4D-CT images acquired with the current method at an alarmingly high frequency ͑i.e., 90%͒. 43 The artifacts may also influence ventilation computation and the effect may be different between the two metrics. A mass correction was applied in the V HU calculation to account for the difference in CT-derived lung mass due to respiration, where we assumed homogeneous changes in the blood distribution. However, the distribution may be inhomogeneous and could influence the V HU calculation. Recently, three studies have evaluated the physiologic aspect of 4D-CT ventilation created with different metrics. 22, 26, 30 All of these studies have demonstrated considerable differences between the different metrics, which is consistent with the current study. Castillo et al. 22 demonstrated significantly higher Dice similarity coefficients between the HU-based 4D-CT ventilation and the SPECT ventilation than those between the Jacobian-based 4D-CT ventilation and SPECT for seven patients ͑p Ͻ 10 −4 ͒. Yamamoto et al. 30 also showed that the HU-based ventilation resulted in significantly lower ventilation in emphysematous lung regions ͑i.e., known low signal regions͒ than in nonemphysematous regions ͑i.e., known high signal regions͒; however, the Jacobian-based ventilation showed nonsignificant differences. Furthermore, Ding et al. 26 proposed a hybrid ventilation metric combining the HU and Jacobian metrics and demonstrated consistently higher correlations with the Xe-CT ventilation than the HUbased ventilation for three anesthetized sheep. All of these studies consistently demonstrated considerable differences between different ventilation metrics; however, there was an inconsistency as to which metric is better. The inconsistency remains an open question; however, this could be due to residual DIR errors, 4D-CT artifacts, and/or underlying differences between the animal and human subjects.
The 4D-CT ventilation imaging technique has higher spatial and temporal resolution, lower cost, shorter scan time, and/or higher accessibility compared to other techniques ͑in-cluding nuclear medicine, hyperpolarized gas MRI, and Xe-CT͒ and could be easily incorporated into radiotherapy treatment planning for functional avoidance. Furthermore, 4D-CT ventilation imaging has an inherent advantage, i.e., inherent registration to the original CT images, which enables high-resolution anatomic correlation unlike SPECT that is acquired sequentially. The limitations of 4D-CT ventilation imaging include the need for the physiologic validation and 4D-CT artifacts. In this study, 4D-CT ventilation images have been found to vary with DIR algorithms and metrics, and hence careful validation is needed prior to its applications. A general discussion point is that the accuracy of 4D-CT ventilation imaging will always be limited by that of the DIR algorithms, which in turn are very difficult to quantify for individual cases or even away from landmarks in validation studies. However, improvements in DIR algorithm performance are likely to improve the quality of ventilation images. Our future works will focus on the validation of 4D-CT ventilation imaging by comparison with the SPECT ventilation ͑assumed ground truth͒ and perfusion 23 and investigating the impact of 4D-CT artifacts. These works may contribute to provide new insights into the relationship between the physical properties of ventilation metrics and physiologic properties of regional ventilation and also the disagreements between V HU and V Jac . Once validated, 4D-CT ventilation images could be used in lung cancer radiotherapy to avoid high-functional lung regions from radiation that may allow pulmonary toxicity reduction. 6, 7 V. CONCLUSIONS 4D-CT pulmonary ventilation images can vary widely with DIR algorithms and metrics. Careful physiologic validation to determine the appropriate DIR algorithm and metric is needed prior to its use for functional avoidance in radiotherapy or other applications. 
